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1 Introduction
This guide describes the data editors of PLA 3.0. It provides details on how to work with data 
editors and describes how to enter observation data manually, aggregate data from other 
PLA 3.0  documents, and how to acquire data from instruments.

It is intended for users of PLA 3.0  who want to learn how to efficiently use data editors in 
their daily work.
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2 Data editors
Use data editors to view and manage your documents and templates. Each editor provides a 
different view on your data.

Data editors support a variety of use cases. Which editors are available depends on the 
document type and the document setup. You can access the available editors using the action 
bar of the document pane.

The following data editors are available:

•  Observations  editor

•  By Sequence  editor

•  By Position  editor

•  References  editor

2.1 Observations editor
Use the Observations  editor to enter the raw data.

The Observations  editor displays the observation data of the assay row by row. Each 
row displays the data of one observation. Each column displays one property of the 
corresponding observation.
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Figure  1. Observations  editor of a Quantitative response assay document

2.2 By Sequence editor
Use the By Sequence  editor to enter dilution sequences.

The By Sequence  editor displays the sequence step number as it has been calculated based 
on the preparation scheme.

Figure  2. By Sequence  editor of a Quantitative response assay document

2.3 By Position editor
Use the By Position  editor to set up a plate layout.

The By Position  editor displays the observation data in a table that resembles a microplate, 
for example, a 96-well plate.
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Figure  3. By Position  editor of a Quantitative response assay document

2.4 References editor
Use the References  editor to retrieve observation data from referenced documents.

Important:  As the original data is retrieved from the referenced documents, you can 
edit only a subset of this data. For example, you can decide if a value should be treated as a 
technical outlier. Data values that you cannot modify are grayed out.
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Figure  4. References  editor of a Combination of assay results document
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3 Working with data editors
3.1 Copy and paste data
You can cut, copy, paste, and delete your data.

Table  1. Use the options as follows:

Option Description How-to

 Cut Cuts the data from one or more 
cells, rows, or columns and transfer 
it to another data editor, another 
document, or an external program.

Right-click the data you want to 
cut and select Cut  from the context 
menu.

 Copy Copies your data between data 
editors, to another document, or an 
external program.

Right-click the data you want to 
copy and select Copy  from the 
context menu.

 Paste Pastes data you cut or copied 
before to another data editor, or an 
external program.

Right-click the position where you 
want to paste the data and select 
Paste  from the context menu.

 Delete Deletes one or more values from 
one or more cells, rows, or columns.

Important:  You can delete 
data from single editable cells or 
multiple editable cells only if the 
cells form a rectangular shape.

Right-click the data you want to 
delete and select Delete  from the 
context menu.

3.2 Edit a single cell or multiple cells
Each editor contains two work areas. Use these work areas to edit the data of a single cell or 
multiple cells at a time.

Edit a single cell
The work area at the top displays your data in a grid-like table structure. Use this work area to 
edit a single data entry:
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Figure  5. Editing a single cell in the Observations  editor

Edit multiple cells
The work area at the bottom displays details of the entry you selected in the table. Use this 
work area to work on multiple data at the same time (multi-cell editing):
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Figure  6. Editing multiple cells in the Observations  editor

3.3 Open your data externally
You can display your data in your standard editor for .csv files.

Note:  We recommend you verify the formatting of the transferred data and correct the 
imported values if required. For example, Microsoft Excel automatically reformats the ratio 
1:50 to the time stamp 1:50:00.

Procedure
To open your data externally:

1. Select the data you want to display.

2. From the toolbar of the data editor, select  Open externally.

3.4 Select a coloring scheme for your data
Each editor provides a set of coloring options you can use to visualize the behavior of your 
data.
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Procedure
To select a coloring scheme:

1. From the toolbar of the data editor, select View options  > Grid color.

2. Select the coloring scheme you want to apply. You can color by sequence step, by 
response value, or by technical outlier. The brighter the color, the lower the associated 
value.

Figure  7. Grid colors in the data editors

3.5 View annotations
Annotations provide additional details about specific actions performed on data values. You 
can view these annotations from any data editor.

Annotations are created for values that were acquired using a Data Acquisition Module 
as well as for values for which the technical outlier state is changed. You can identify an 
annotated value by a small blue triangle in the upper left corner of the data cell.

Procedure
To view the annotation of a value:

1. Right-click the annotated data.

2. Select  Show annotations  from the context menu.
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4 Entering observation data
4.1 Enter your data manually
You can manually enter your observation data, row by row.

Procedure
To enter observation data manually:

1. Open the Observations  editor.

2. Click  Add  to add the required number of table rows.

3. Fill the table with your observation data:

a. Click each cell to select an Observation group ID  and a Sequence step.

b. Fill in your measurement data in the Response  columns.

Note:  If you use a Data Acquisition Module, the module fills the responses from the 
first position to the last one.

4. Save your document.

4.2 Aggregate data from other documents
Instead of manually adding your observation data, you can retrieve and aggregate the data 
from referenced documents.

About this task
How document references and the data provided by the referenced documents are updated 
depends on the update mode you selected for your observation data in the Content  editor.

Table  2. The following update modes are available:

Mode Trigger Scope

Auto all Updates automatically when you 
open or close the document.

Searches the entire database for 
data matching the property filter. 
Updates all matching data and 
the list of referenced documents.

Auto data Updates automatically when you 
open or close the document.

Updates data from currently 
referenced documents.

Manual all Updates when you manually 
refresh the references in the 
References  editor.

Searches the entire database for 
data matching the property filter. 
Updates all matching data and 
the list of referenced documents.
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Table  2. The following update modes are available:  (continued)

Manual data Updates when you manually 
refresh the references in the 
References  editor.

Updates data from currently 
referenced documents.

Procedure
To set up references to documents:

1. Open the References  editor.

2. To add new document references: How you can do this depends on the update mode you 
selected for your observation data in the Content  editor.

◦ If you selected 'Manual data' or 'Auto data', click  Add reference  and use the 
Reference  dialog box to select the documents that you want to reference.

◦ If you selected 'Manual all' or 'Auto all', click  Refresh references. All documents are 
retrieved from the database that match the data aggregation filters you defined in the 
Content  editor.

Results: In the References  editor, the data of the documents you selected is displayed. For 
each document section, one line is displayed. In the case of Quantitative response assays, 
each assay element is considered to be a section.

3. To update existing document references:

◦ If you selected a manual update mode in the Content  editor ('Manual data' or 'Manual 
all') you have to manually update existing references to retrieve the latest data.

◦ If you selected an automatic update mode ('Auto data' or 'Auto all'), the referenced 
data is updated automatically when you open the document.

4. Click  Remove references  to remove unwanted entries if you require.

Important:  If a referenced document has several sections and you remove one of 
these sections, all the other sections are removed as well.

5. Save your document.

4.3 Acquire data from instruments
You can acquire your observation data from an external source, for example, from a third-
party manufacturer.

Important:  To acquire data, you have to activate the Data Acquisition Module required 
for your source files.

The following figure gives an overview of the general process:
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Figure  8. Data acquisition process in PLA 3.0

Data acquisition in PLA 3.0  allows you to import response values from external systems into 
existing PLA 3.0  documents. The acquired values are imported with traceability information 
(time stamp of the acquisition, the user who acquired the data, and original value) and details 
about the source file as well as the Data Acquisition Module used.  Response values imported 
from an external system are available in the Observations  editor of the document.
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5 Setting up a plate layout
As an alternative to entering your observation data using the Observations editor, you can 
enter your observation data based on the layout of the plate that you used to perform the 
assay.

Note:  This procedure provides an overview only. For details on all steps, please consult 
the respective guide.

Procedure
To enter your data based on a plate layout:

1. Use the Observation data  node of the Content  editor to define your plate size. Add two 
positions to set up one plate or three positions to set up multiple plates.

2. Use the By Position  editor to define how your samples are arranged on your plate.

3. Use the By Position  editor to add your response values to the plate.
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